. Brief Summary of the Proposed Statistical Method to Count CNV Mutations Diploid copy numbers of a CNV marker (e.g. a deletion polymorphism: 0, 1, and 2 for homozygous deletion, heterozygote, and homozygous wild type, respectively) and genotypes of its flanking SNPs (0 and 1 for homozygotes and H for heterozygote, respectively, at each site) from individuals of a population are used for analysis. The plausible ARG is first constructed according to genotypes of flanking SNPs, with the haplotypes of these SNPs inferred simultaneously (Step 1). An EM algorithm is implemented to determine the alleles of the CNV marker in the assistance of pre-inferred haplotypes of flanking SNPs (Step 2). Marginal tree for each SNP is then defined according to the corresponding ARG (Step 3). Each inferred CNV allele is superimposed to the external nodes of each marginal tree, i.e., solid and open circles for deletion and wild type, respectively (Step 4). Haploid copy number for the internal nodes are then inferred based on some rules defined in Appendix A ( Step 5) and the number of mutation events of CNV is counted (Step 6). Since the true ARG is unknown, a statistic M is defined to average the estimators for R plausible ARGs. The mutation rate of CNV can be inferred according to the statistic M. (B) An ARG with the corresponding haplotypes of SNPs. Haplotype 2 and Haplotype 4 can respectively be the consequence of the recombination of Haplotype 3 and Haplotype 5. Haplotype 5 and Haplotype 6 are conjunct by a mutation in site 4. (D) The marginal trees between site 1 and 3, site 4, and site 5 from the left to right respectively. ① and ② printed in dotted lines illustrate two binary tree units (BTUs).
Figure S2. The Genetic Distance and Recombination Rate between Each CNVR and Its Flanking SNPs
Each CNV region was treated as a simple marker regardless of its potential architectural complexity. The genetic distance (cM) shown in red was a sum of genetic distance between the endpoints of a CNV region to the nearest upstream and downstream SNPs, and was calculated according to the average estimation of local recombination rate (cM/kb; obtained from HapMap website, NCBI build 36) shown in blue. The CNVRs with genetic distance > 0.1cM were excluded from subsequent analysis.
Figure S3. Evaluation of the Performance of the Estimation of M Using Simulated Data
The estimation of M using different mutation rates (A), different effective population sizes (B), different number of flanking SNPs (C), different sample sizes (D), different recombination rates between CNVs and flanking SNPs (E), and different recombination rates between adjacent SNPs (F) was illustrated respectively. The simulation was conducted in a basic setting of 100 individuals, each of which consisted of 20 flanking SNPs with MAF more than 0.01 and a linked CNV marker with mutation rates 5×10 -5 per generation from a constant population with Ne=5,000.
The recombination rate between adjacent loci (including that between the CNV locus and its flanking SNPs and that between adjacent SNPs) was 10 -5 per generation.
Corresponding parameters were changed where noted. Overall 1,000 replications were made for each setting. 
Figure S5. The Distribution of M under Different Mutation Rates According to Coalescent Simulations for Three Continental Populations
The simulations were conducted based on the best-fitting demographic model for each population. One thousand replicates were conducted under properly selected demographic model for each population (YRI, CEU, and CHB+JPT) and at different sets of mutation rate (5×10 -7 , 5×10 -6 , 5×10 -5 , 5×10 -4 and 5×10 -3 per generation). In each simulation, 20 flanking SNPs were used to construct plausible ARGs, and the recombination rate between adjacent loci (including that between the CNV locus and its flanking SNPs and that between adjacent SNPs) was assumed to be 10 -5 per generation. The estimates of M in bold were in the value scope of mutation rate at the order of 10 -3 per generation.
